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Why This Is An Important Topic

A thorough assessment of an older adult’s capacity:

• Supports individual human rights

• Emphasizes the “right treatment” at the “right time”

• Incorporates shared decision making

• Creates a Person-Centered Approach to care



Capacity vs Competence

• Assessment of decision-making capacity is the domain of 
health care professionals.

• Determination of competence is a legal judgment made by the 
courts (specifically a judge).



Capacity Defined

The Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act defines capacity 

as “the ability to understand significant benefits, risks, and 

alternatives to propose health care and to make and 

communicate a health-care decision. [1993; § 1(3)]



Nevada Revised Statute
NRS 159.019 “Incapacitated” defined.
A person is “incapacitated” if he or she, for reasons other than 
being a minor, is unable to receive and evaluate information or 
make or communicate decisions to such an extent that the 
person lacks the ability to meet essential requirements for 
physical health, safety or self-care without appropriate 
assistance.

(Added to NRS by 1969, 412; A 1999, 1396; 2003, 1770; 2017, 3901)

https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Statutes/55th/Stats196903.html#Stats196903page412
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Statutes/70th/Stats199909.html#Stats199909page1396
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Statutes/72nd/Stats200314.html#Stats200314page1770
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Statutes/79th2017/Stats201721.html#Stats201721page3901


Clinical Definition of Capacity
• Clinically, capacity refers to “the clinician’s opinion of a person’s 

abilities to make decisions or perform certain functions.”
• The term ”capacity” is different than the broad removal of human  

rights associated with competency.
• Capacity is specific to a task, can fluctuate over time, and is not a 

global “all or none” idea.
• “Degree of capacity relates to risks of the decision, the social 

environment, and resources that support or diminish the individual’s 
functioning.”          (Quals & Smyer, 2007; p. 178-179)



Functional Abilities to Consent
1. The ability to express a choice;

2. The ability to understand information relevant to treatment decision 
making;

3. The ability to appreciate the significance of that information for 
one's own situation, especially concerning one's illness and the 
probability consequences of one’s treatment options; and,

4. The ability to reason with relevant information as to engage in a 
logical process of weigh treatment options.

Grisso and Appelbaum (p 31)



Case Example: Confounding Physical 
Infirmities & Change in Capacity Status

• Patient is an 82 year-old female
• Wheelchair bound
• Oxygen dependent
• Diabetic
• Wears glasses and hearing aids

• Hospitalized 4 months earlier - lacked capacity based on 
neuropsychiatric evaluation

• Her family believes she has capacity now



Case Example: Confounding Physical 
Infirmities & Change in Capacity Status

• Referring physician administered MMSE and patient scored 23 
out of 30 points

• Her current IADL capacity is not clear

• Physician wants to know  if she has dementia

• Family wants to determine her mental capacity

• How would you proceed?



Case Example: continued

• What information does the physician need, e.g. is there a more 
specific referral question?

• Family may be key to determine what has changed since the 
last evaluation.

• Do the initial neuropsychiatric report and hospital records 
indicate an acute medical condition was a contributing factor? 

• What medications is the patient taking?



Surrogate Decision Makers
“Surrogate of the patient” means the following persons, in order of priority:

(1) The spouse of the patient;
(2) An adult child of the patient or, if there is more than one adult child, a 

majority of the adult children who are reasonably available for consultation;
(3) The parents of the patient;
(4) An adult sibling of the patient or, if there is more than one adult sibling, a 

majority of the adult siblings who are reasonably available for consultation;
(5) The nearest other adult relative of the patient by blood or adoption who is 

reasonably available for consultation; or
(6) An adult who has exhibited special care or concern for the patient, is 

familiar with the values of the patient and willing and able to make health care 
decisions for the patient (this applies for the POLST only).
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